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I.

STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
The Court has jurisdiction over this appeal pursuant to 42 Pa.C.S. § 723 and

Pennsylvania Rule of Appellate Procedure ("Rule") 1101 (a)(1), regarding appeals
as of right from the Commonwealth Court in matters originally commenced in that
court.

Alternatively, this Court may exercise jurisdiction pursuant to Rule

311 (a)(2)1 regarding appeals from orders affecting receiverships.

1

Rule 311 allows a trial court to continue to exercise jurisdiction pending the outcome of

an appeal. PA. R. APP. P. 311 (h). Accordingly, rehabilitationproceedings have continued in the
Commonwealth Court pending this appeal, including the Rehabilitator’s filing of proposed plans
of rehabilitation on April 30, 2013.

II.

ORDER IN QUESTION
The Commissioner appeals from the following Order entered on May 3,

2012 in the Commonwealth Court:

AND NOW, this 3rd day of May, 2012, upon consideration of
the Rehabilitator’s Amended Petitions for Liquidation of Penn Treaty
Network America Insurance Company (In Rehabilitation) and
American Network Insurance Company (In Rehabilitation)
(collectively, Companies) and the evidence adduced at the hearings
thereon, it is ORDERED as follows:
1. The Amended Petitions are DENIED for the reasons set forth
in the accompanying Opinion.
2. The Court’s orders of January 6, 2009, remain in effect.
Paragraphs 9 and 10 of the January 6, 2009, orders are amended as
follows: The Rehabilitator will not refuse to pay claims or refuse to
renew the Companies’ long-term care insurance policies without prior
Court approval.

3. The Rehabilitator shall develop a plan of rehabilitation of the
Companies, in consultation with Intervenors, and shall submit a plan
no later than ninety (90) days following the date of this Order.
4. The plan of rehabilitation must address and eliminate the
inadequate and unfairly discriminatory premium rates for the OldCo
business.
Amendment Order dated December 28, 2012, attaching amended Memorandum
Opinion and Order dated May 3, 2012, attached as Appendix A, at Order 1-2.2

2

The Commonwealth Court amended the Opinion accompanying its Order on December
28, 2012. The amendments did not affect the substance of the Order on appeal. The
Memorandum Opinion was later designated as an Opinion for publication. R5830a.

2

III.

STATEMENT OF THE SCOPE AND STANDARD OF REVIEW
The Court’s review is plenary..4rio v. Ingrain Micro, Inc., 600 Pa. 305,

315, 965 A.2d 1194, 1200 (2009). The issues in this appeal concern statutory
construction and present "pure question[s]of law" for which the "standard of
review is de novo." Id.
In the alternative, should the Court find that it owes any deference to the
lower court’s determinations, then its review should be: (1) whether the lower
court exceeded its statutory authority; (2) whether the lower court substituted its
own judgment for that of the Commissioner; and (3) if so, whether such
substitution was to prevent or remedy an abuse of discretion by the Commissioner,
and not to change the substance of the Commissioner’s chosen form of
receivership. See Foster v. Mut. Fire, Marine & Inlar~d ]ns. Co., 531 Pa. 598,608,
610-11,614 A.2d 1086, 1092 (1992) ("MutualFire I/").

IV.

QUESTIONS INVOLVED

Did the lower court violate the separation of powers doctrine when it
substituted its judgment for the Commissioner’s in determining
whether liquidation was appropriate, and when it prescribed the
plan’s timing, development, and content?
Suggested Answer:" Yes. (This issue arose by virtue of the
Court’s opinion below.)
Did the lower court err by substituting its judgment for the
Commissioner’s administrative discretion to terminate rehabilitation
of two insolvent insurers in favor of liquidation, when the
Commissioner produced evidence to support a non-arbitrary,
reasonable basis to believe that continued rehabilitation would have
proven futile or would have substantially increased the risk of loss to
policyholders, creditors, or the public?

Suggested Answer." Yes. (The lower court answered the basis
for this question in the negative.)
Did the lower court err by imposing a heightened burden and
requiring the Commissioner to prove, as a matter of fact, that
continued rehabilitation would serve no useful purpose or would
substantially increase the risk of loss?
Suggested Answer." Yes. (The lower court answered the basis
for this question in the negative.)

Did the lower court overstep its oversight authority under Article V of
the Insurance Department Act of 1921, 40 P.S. § § 221.1-221.63 (the
"Act") when it mandated the creation of a rehabilitation plan, as well
as the plan’s timing, development, and contents?
Suggested Answer." Yes. (The lower court answered the basis
for this question in the negative.)

4

V.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
This receivership appeal from the Commonwealth Court proceeds from the

denial of consolidated petitions of Appellant Michael F. Consedine, Insurance
Commissioner of Pennsylvania3 (the "Commissioner" or "Rehabilitator"), in his
capacity as statutory rehabilitator of Penn Treaty Network America Insurance
Company ("PTNA") and American Network Insurance Company ("ANIC’)
(collectively, the "Companies"), to convert the rehabilitations of PTNA and ANIC
into liquidations. Consedine v. Penn Treaty Network Am. Ins. Co., 63 A.3d 368
(Pa. Commw. Ct. 2012) (Leavitt, J.).
A.

The Companies, Their Histories, and the Road to Rehabilitation

PTNA and ANIC are Pennsylvania domestic insurers. ANIC is a subsidiary
of PTNA, itself a subsidiary of Penn Treaty American Corporation ("PTAC").
R988a; R1008a.3; R1291 a; R11894a. The Companies’ business consists primarily
of long-term care insurance policies (98% for PTNA, 92% for ANIC), covering
skilled-nursing, nursing-home, and assisted-living and home-health care for

3

Four Commissioners from three different administrations were involved in decade-long
attempts to correct the Companies’ financial problems. Supervision began under Commissioner
Diane Koken and was continued by Commissioner Joel Ario and Acting Commissioner Robert
Pratter. Commissioner Consedine took office in 2011.

individuals with chronic illnesses or disabilities.4

R988a; R1008a.3; R1291a;

R11894a; R11898a-11899a; R6347a-6348a.
During the 1990s, the Companies marketed and sold long-term care
policies,5 R6357a-6360a, with premium rates that were subject to future increase if
actuarially justified and approved by applicable insurance regulators. R13468a13469a; R6113a; R6688a.

The policies were guaranteed renewable as long as

policyholders paid their premiums.

R988a; R1008a.3; R1292a; R13471a;

R6053a-6054a; R8786a-8787a; Rl1317a; Rl1899a.

The Companies generated

over $100 million in new business from 1996-2001. R6357a-6358a.
The policies proved to be underpriced and poorly underwritten. R6084a;
R6357a-6358a.

The number and actual cost of claims exceeded actuarial

assumptions due to unforeseen developments, including a boom in assisted living
facilities, fewer policy lapses, and lengthened claim duration.

R8660a-8662a;

R8664a; R6084a; R6357a-6358a. By the early 2000s, the Companies’ financial
condition was deteriorating rapidly. Id.

4

The average policyholder age is 70-80 years. R10159a; R8779a.

5

The record reflects that Consumer Reports observed that the policies were priced at
about half their value, R6357a-6360a, but the Commonwealth Court found that the policies
were "reasonably priced when issued based upon available information." Op. at 28.

6

In 2001 and 2002, state regulators began suspending the Companies’
licenses due to their inability to maintain statutorily required risk-based capital.
Rl1399a-l1419a; R6055a-6060a; R6076a-6077a.

This triggered an eight-year

formal supervision by the Commissioner commencing in 2001.
R6076a-6077a.

R6055a-6060a;

In 2002, the Companies agreed to stop selling new policies

pending adoption of a corrective action plan. R11399a-11419a; R6055a-6058a;
R6076a-6077a. The Companies retained actuarial consulting firm Milliman, Inc.
("Milliman") to help develop the plan.

R7734a.

On February 12, 2002, then-

Commissioner Diane Koken approved a plan developed by the Companies with
Milliman’s assistance, including a $125-million increase in reserves through
temporary reinsurance. R 11399a- 11406a; R7745a-7747a.
Later in 2002, the Companies began issuing better underwritten policies,
which became known as "NewCo policies." R6068a-6069a; R6833a; R10972a.
Policies issued before 2002 became known as "OldCo policies." Id.
The Companies’ strategy for improving their financial condition depended
upon rate increases6 in states where OldCo policies had been issued, capital
infusions, lower claim costs, and reinsurance.

7

R6056a-6058a; R6067a-6069a;

R11347a-11349a; Rl1398a.

From 2001

to 2008, the Companies, under

supervision by the Pennsylvania Insurance Department ("the Department"),
commenced four separate OldCo rate-increase initiatives.
R11347a-11349a; R11398a.

Some initial rate increase requests were approved,

but regulators grew unwilling to approve the later requests.
Rl1507a-l1510a;

R7765a-7767a;

R6088a-6095a;

R6101a-6104a;

R11466a-11506a;

R6106a-6114a;

R6007a;

R11398a; R13468a-13474a. In total, they sought $219 million in rate increases,
but received only $126 million
Rl1398a.

a shortfall of more than 43%. R6085a-6095a;

These increases were insufficient to cover both accumulated and

projected future costs of the OldCo policies.

Id.

The Companies’ negative

surpluses7 reached critical levels and led to a dispute with their reinsurer. R6117a6118a; R7820a-7821a; Rl1420a-l1421a; Rl1423a.

In 2008, the Companies

(Footnote continuedfrom previous page)
6

The average per-policy cumulative rate increase over the years has been approximately

100%. R10935a-10936a.
7

Negative surplus is the amount by which a company’s liabilities exceed its assets and

statutorily required capital. Op. at 124.

8

settled the dispute, reabsorbing substantial liability, which resulted in a $125million negative surplus. R6132a.
Management tried to sell the Companies, but no viable offer was procured.
R1351 la-13513a; R13516ao13518a; R6128a-6130a; R6483a. Prospective buyers
perceived that the OldCo polices were, in the words of Cameron Waite, the
Companies’ executive vice president and former CFO, "toxic waste."

Id.;

R12241a; R11321a-11337a; R6071a; R6483a.
In the last quarter of 2008, the Companies’ management provided the
Department with information about the Companies’ financial condition, R6416a6422a, but withheld the facts that: (1) actual claims during 2006-2008 had
exceeded projections, R6144a-6146a; Rl1338a-l1341a; Rl1423a; Rl1424a11430a; (2) this claims experience contradicted Milliman’s actuarial assumptions,
R6144a-6146a; R6152a-6153a; R11338a-11341a; R11423a; R11424a-11430a;
and (3) by late 2008, Milliman had to "load" 10% onto its 2006 cost projections to

8

Unbeknownst to the Department, this negative surplus was actually closer to $250
million. R6132a.

9

match actual experience.

9

R7814a-7819a; R11678a. The load factor increased to

30% the following year. R7814a-7819a; R7859a-7860a; R11678a.
After eight years of supervised corrective action by the Department (i.e.,
informal regulator-supervised rehabilitation), the Companies consented to formal
court-supervised rehabilitation on January 6, 2009. R12338a-12347a. Based on
management’s representations, the Department believed that rehabilitation would
address a $100- to $125-million negative surplus following the reinsurance
settlement in 2008.
6432a.

R6412a-6413a; R6416a-6417a; R6422a-6424a; R6431a-

The Companies represented their condition could be "work[ed] ... out

through rate increases and [reduction of] agents’ commissions." R6412a-6413a.
These projections proved overly optimistic. R12235a-12237a; R12275a-12302a;
R6839a-6842a. The Department explored numerous options, but concluded that
significant rate increases were essential to any potentially viable rehabilitation.
R11940a-11941a.

9

"Loading" is the practice of adjusting past projections to match actual experience.
R6881 a-6882a. Once loading becomes necessary, actuaries take the load factor into account
when making future projections. Id.

10

B.

Three Commissioners Pursued Liquidation of the Companies

On April 9, 2009, then-Commissioner Joel Ario filed a Preliminary Report
and Rehabilitation Plan (the "Report") with the lower court. Rl1890a-12208a.
Milliman concluded that a combination of rate increases and expense reductions
could eventually return PTNA to a positive surplus and improve ANIC’s position.
R11940a-11941a. The Report was based on Milliman’s projections and warned
that:
In the event that the [Commissioner] or the Court were to
determine that the plan was no longer feasible or that the
continued rehabilitation of the Companies would
substantially increase the risk of loss to policyholders,
creditors or the public, the rehabilitation plan could be
modified or converted to a liquidation.
Rl1942a.

At that time, PTNA’s financial statements reflected a $226-million

negative surplus, per Milliman’s projections. R7846a-7847a.
The Companies’ actual experience, however, contradicted those projections.
R7786a-7788a. The projections model (prepared in 2006) was based on incorrect
actuarial assumptions of morbidity and wellness.
12237a; R12275a-12302a.

R7794a-7795a; R12235a-

Milliman then undertook a detailed review of the

Companies’ finances and discovered that ANIC had become materially insolvent
and PTNA might never recover.

R12608a-12740a; R6875a-6876a.

11

Milliman

reported that claims reserves would need to be strengthened by as much as 30%,
R6876a-6879a, and reevaluated its assumptions. R6879a-6885a.
Milliman identified the need to update its claim reserve studies to account
for these discrepancies, R6805a-6806a, and, in August 2009, reported that the
assumed morbidity improvement, wellness, and claim adjustment improvements
had never materialized.

R12283a-12287a.

The Companies were insolvent.

R12275a-12302a. Then-Commissioner Ario retained Ernst & Young ("E&Y") as
an independent actuary to review Milliman’s analysis.

R-6884a-6889a.

E&Y

validated Milliman’s work. R-6889a-6890a; R-6987a-6988a; R12262a-12263a.
Milliman’s preliminary 2009 figures showed that PTNA and ANIC had
negative surpluses of $1.3-$2.1 billion and $44-$135 million, respectively,
totaling as much as $2.2 billion. R6515a-6518a; R12953-13000; R13001-13382.

The Department and Milliman determined that necessary rate increases would
have to exceed 200%.

R6500a-6501a.

The Department concluded that such

increases exceeded what could reasonably be achieved, R6973a-6975a; R12254a12256a; in fact, the Companies’ former CEO and Finance Director, William Hunt,
acknowledged that state regulators’ approval of such increases is unlikely.
R13472a-13473a. Further, it appeared highly unlikely that policyholders would
accept them. R6963a-6976a; R12254a-12256a.

12

After an additional eight months of efforts to salvage the Companies under
court supervision, in September 2009, then-Commissioner Ario determined that
liquidation was necessary to protect policyholders and the public. RT036a-7040a.
On October 2, 2009, the Commissioner filed liquidation petitions (amended
October 23, 2009 and consolidated August 13, 2010).

R817a-l1759a.

On

November 2, 2009, the Companies’ manager and owner, Eugene Woznicki, and
PTAC ("Intervenors") moved successfully to intervene. R1176a- 1194a; R1207a.
C.

The Trial and the Commonwealth Court’s Opinion and Order

Trial was set for January 31, 2011. R128a. Intervenors sought to exclude
the testimony and reports of one of the Commissioner’s experts, Vincent Bodnar.
R2694a-3053a. The court granted Intervenors’ motion. R4162a. Trial began on
January 31, 2011 and continued intermittently before recessing in April.
August

31,

2011--three

weeks

before

proceedings

On

reconvened--the

Commissioner moved to intr?duce updated Company financial and claims data.
R4010a-4137a. The court denied that motion. R4161a.
The Commissioner presented actuarial evidence and testimony regarding the
negative surplus of the Companies and the improbability of attaining the high rate
increases necessary to correct the situation. Milliman’s Edward Mohoric testified
that PTNA’s surplus, as of December 1, 2009, was negative $2.1 billion, and
ANIC’s surplus was negative $137 million, RS078a; PTNA would exhaust its
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assets in 7-9 years, and ANIC would exhaust by 2029, even assuming significant
rate increases and expense reductions.

R12623a; R10797a.

Milliman’s Larry

Pfannsterstill opined that required future rate increases were unattainable,
R12275a-12302a;

R12608a-12739a;

R12740a-12833a;

R12904a-12913a;

R12914a-12951a,

E&Y’s David Minches validated Milliman’s work and

conclusions, R9054a; R9058a; R9062a; R9081a-9082a; R9083a-9085a, and
Arthur Lucker of INS Consultants testified that regulators were unlikely to
approve the proposed increases. R9225a-9226a; R9230a-923 la; R9233a-9236a.
The actuarial testimony for the Intervenors differed. Intervenors’ sole
actuary, Karl Volkmar, testified that PTNA had a surplus of negative $333 million
and that ANIC’s projected liabilities exceeded its assets and required capital and
surplus.

R10526a-10527a; R15045a; R12411a.

Volkrnar suggested that the

OldCo policies could be profitable if the Companies obtained 300% rate increases,
R10575a-10576a; R12923a, but could not state with certainty that regulators
would approve them. R10576a-10585a. He admitted that actuarial justification
does not guarantee regulatory approval, and that he had never seen such increases
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granted. R10584a; R10602a. Intervenors also presented Dr. Stephen Holland,

10

chief medical officer of long-term care insurance administrator Unitiva, Inc., who
testified in general terms that future improvements in medical technology could
reduce claims costs and thereby improve the performance of the OldCo policies.
R9975a-9989a.
The Commissioner submitted evidence-based Proposed Findings of Fact
and Conclusions of Law that supported liquidation under applicable law. R4181 a4308a. All issues presented in this appeal were raised and preserved in that filing.
On May 3, 2012, the lower court issued a 164-page Memorandum Opinion1~
and Order, finding that the Companies were (and continue to be) insolvent because
their "liabilities exceed [their] their assets," Op. at 125, but denying the
Commissioner’s petitions and ruling, inter alia, that:
¯

to terminate a rehabilitation in favor of liquidation, the Commissioner
must "prove, as a matter of fact, that an insolvent insurer’s immediate
financial circumstances are in such disarray that they are completely
unsalvageable." Op. at 137;

10

The Commissioner filed a Motion to Preclude Dr. Holland from testifying on the basis

that his testimony was speculative. The court denied the Commissioner’s Motion on November
19, 2010. R5961a-5962a.
11

The Memorandum Opinion was later designated as an Opinion for publication.

R5830a.
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¯

the Commissioner bears a "heavy burden of proving that continued
rehabilitation ... will be futile," Op. at 157; and

¯

"the way to prove futility [of continued rehabilitation] is to adopt a
rehabilitation plan and, then, have its implementation fail," Op. at
157.

The court opined that the Commissioner was not entitled to rely on Mohoric’s
opinions, Op. at 102-121, and credited testimony from both of Intervenors’
witnesses, Volkmar and Holland, even though their opinions "[did] not reflect the
Companies’ experience over the past decade," Op. at 113, and Holland "could not
specify when [any medical] advance will significantly impact the Companies’
claims," Op. at 101. The court ordered Commissioner Consedine to "develop a
plan of rehabilitation of the Companies, in consultation with the Intervenors, and
submit a plan of rehabilitation no later than ninety (90) days following the date of
this Order." Order ¶ 3. In its Opinion, the Court declared that rate increases were
"critical," suggested several "viable" policy benefit reduction options, and
determined that PTNA NewCo policies could be transferred to ANIC, all as part of
rehabilitation. Op. at 140-58.
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VI.

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
This case presents important jurisprudential concerns that arise from the

nature of this sort of litigation, the need for stability and predictability, and the
institutional relationship of the Commonwealth Court to this Court.

Ario v.

Reliance Ins. Co., 602 Pa. 490, 980 A.2d 588, 599 (2009) (Castille, C.J.,
concurring). "Pennsylvania law generally favors certainty and stability ... [as well
as] equity" in the context of receivership proceedings.

Id. at 597.

As the

Commissioner demonstrated in Reliance and this Court agreed, stare decisis and
concurrent jurisdiction mandate that the various courts’ decisions in receivership
matters be reconciled. For over 90 years, the General Assembly has entrusted the
regulation of insurance to a specialist within the Executive Branch of this
Commonwealth. Article V of the Insurance Department Act of 1921 ("the Act"),
as amended, reflects this mandate; a mandate respected by decades of
jurisprudence until now.

The opinion below erroneously departs from that

mandate as well as the longstanding deferential standard of review of that
specialist’s receivership decisions most recently articulated by this Court in
Mutual Fire II.
This also is a case of national importance in the long developing law of
insurer receivership. Pennsylvania has agreed to adopt and abide by a receivership
scheme that is designed to ensure uniformity for the protection of policyholders,
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creditors and the general public across the U.S. Other states, therefore, will look
to this Court’s decision when interpreting their own statutes and the potential
impact of the lower court’s erroneous decision is thus magnified.
Whenever

it

appears

that

an

insurer’s

condition

so

warrants,

the

Commissioner may petition the Commonwealth Court to place it in rehabilitation
or liquidation. If the initial election is rehabilitation, the Commissioner may later
petition under § 518(a) to convert to liquidation upon his having reasonable cause
to believe that further attempts to rehabilitate the company would increase the risk
of loss to creditors, policyholders, or public, or would be futile. The company’s
owners may oppose such effort, but receivership is not two-party civil litigation.
The Order under appeal turned these well-established, commonsense
principles upside down, declaring instead that "the Rehabilitator must prove that
continued rehabilitation will substantially increase the risk of loss ... or be futile,"
Op. at 1; that before he can seek liquidation, he must "undertake[] a meaningful
effort to rehabilitate," id.; that "the way to prove futility is to adopt a rehabilitation
plan and, then, have its implementation fail," id. at 157; and that "the heavy
burden of proving that continued rehabilitation will be futile rests with and never
shifts from the Rehabilitator," id. Section 518(a) contains no such requirements;
they are wholly inconsistent with established precedent of this Court, numerous
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Commonwealth Court decisions and the decisions of courts in sister states having
similar statutory models.
The lower court thus created a constitutional crisis within the statutory
framework of insurer receivership. Its holding improperly encroached upon the
Commissioner’s administrative discretion to determine the most effective method
of protecting policyholders, creditors, and the public.

The court usurped the

Commissioner’s administrative role, prevented measures indispensable to the
proper protection of the insurers’ policyholders and creditors, and judicially
directed a deepening of the Companies’ undisputed insolvency. In substance and
effect, the lower court reduced an Executive Branch Commissioner, entrusted with
"broad powers" by the General Assembly, to a ministerial agent of the Judicial
Branch and breached the separation of powers doctrine. The decision should be
reversed.
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VII.

ARGUMENT
A.

The Commonwealth Court’s Opinion and Order Stripped the
Commissioner of Discretion that the General Assembly Granted
in the Insurance Department Act of 1921 and Breached the
Separation of Powers Doctrine.

The issues in this case are constitutional in dimension. As demonstrated
throughout the brief, the lower court’s actions represent a needless but significant
judicial encroachment by the judiciary upon the Executive Branch of
Commonwealth government in violation of the separation of powers doctrine.
Separation of government power is constitutional bedrock. As this Court
has held, "[o]ne of the distinct and enduring qualities of our system of government
is its foundation upon separated powers." Jubelirer v. Rendell, 598 Pa. 16, 40,
953 A.2d 514, 529 (2008). "This separation depends on two distinct concepts, as
embraced by the framers of both the federal and Pennsylvania constitutions:
(1) no branch may usurp a function belonging to another and each must operate
within its own separate sphere of power, and (2) a system of checks and balances
exists, which prevents one branch from acting unchecked." Jefferson Cnty. Court
Appointed Employees Ass ’n v. Pa. Labor Relations Bd., 6063 Pa. 482, 497-98, 985
A.2d 697, 706 (2009). "This principle, though not expressly written in our
Constitution, embodies its basic strength if it is to endure as our fundamental law.
It has been so considered since we have been a state; its main essentials have been
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rigidly adhered to." Wilson v. School Dist. of Philadelphia, 328 Pa. 225,228-29,
194 A 90, 93 (1937). It is therefore inherent that "neither department should
perform functions belonging to the other nor exercise influence over the persons
conducting the affairs of other departments as to control their actions." Bailey v.
Waters, 308 Pas. 309, 313, 162 A.2d 819, 821 (1932).
The lower court’s Order and Opinion constitute an improper overreaching
into the sphere of the Executive Branch. Article V allocates responsibilities and
functions regarding receivership of troubled insurers. Through Article V, the
legislature gave the Executive Branch, acting through the Commissioner, broad
authority and responsibility to oversee and conduct the activities of troubled
insurers including proposing a rehabilitation plan when he believes doing so will
safeguard the interests of all concerned, or petitioning for liquidation when he
reasonably believes that it will not. 40 P.S. §§ 221.16, 221.18. Whether to
develop a plan and when to submit it are matters left to the Commissioner’s
discretion. Id. § 221.16. Until an application for approval is submitted to a court,
the judiciary has no authority as to any aspect of the plan. Id. § 221.16(d). In this
case, however, the lower court devoted 164 pages to an unbridled effort to force
the Commissioner to do what it thought the Commissioner should. In so doing,
the court substituted for executive discretion its own policy choice in the guise of
judicial judgment--and by so doing, usurped the function of the Commissioner
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a

function belonging to the Executive Branch. By ordering the Commissioner to
submit a plan (and to do so within an unrealistically short period of 90 days), the
lower court breached the longstanding separation of authority as set forth by the
General Assembly.
The lower court then compounded its violation of the principle of separated
authority by dictating key elements of a plan as well as the process for
development of a plan. Article V allocates plan preparation to the Commissioner.
40 P.S. § 221.16(d). That responsibility cannot be assigned to, or conducted by,
the judiciary. Id. Under the auspices of a court order, however, the lower court
attempted to strip the Commissioner of that discretion and assumed the authority
itself. This encroachment constitutes a needless, unwarranted and wholly
improper judicial intrusion into the responsibilities of the Executive Branch of
government.
B.

The General Assembly Granted the Commissioner Discretionary
Authority to Determine the Appropriate Remedy for an Insolvent
Insurer.
1.

The Insurance Department Act grants the Commissioner
discretion to regulate the insurance industry and respond to
insurer insolvency.

The Insurance Department and Commissioner are part of the Executive
Branch of Commonwealth government. 71 P.S. § 11. Created by the Act, 40 P.S.
§§ 1-326.7, the Department has broad authority to regulate the business of
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insurance. As early as 1931, this Court recognized that such authority includes
"drastic powers to determine whether insurance companies should continue in
business." Commonwealth v. Equitable Cas. & Surety Co., 306 Pa. 19, 24, 158 A.
791, 792-93 (1931).

As this Court has explained: "[t]he General Assembly, in

recognition of the specialized complexities involved in insurance generally, and in
the regulation of the industry in particular, assigned the task of overseeing the
management of that industry ... to the Insurance Department." Mutual Fire II,
531 Pa. 598,608, 614 A.2d 1086, 1091 (1992).
Article
Rehabilitation

V

of the

Act is patterned

and Liquidation Model

after the

Insurers

Act (now known as

Supervision
the

Insurers

Receivership Model Act) of the National Association of Insurance Commissioners
("NAIC"). The Commissioner is a member of the NAIC.

Pennsylvania is an

NAIC accredited state, and so is required to "[a]dopt solvency-related model laws,
rules and guidelines that have been produced through consensus and collaboration,
including a receivership scheme for the administration, by the insurance
commissioner, of insurance companies found to be insolvent as set forth in the
NAIC’s Insurers Receivership Model Act."
Pamphlet, 7,

See Accreditation Informational

14 (April 2013), http://www.naic.org/documents/committees f

FRSA_pamphlet.pdf. Insurance is conducted across state lines and accreditation
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ensures uniformity of law for the protection of policyholders, creditors and the
general public across the country.
Like the NAIC Model Act, Article V outlines the Commissioner’s authority
when an insurer’s continued operation may harm policyholders or the public.
Among other remedies, the Commissioner may seek to rehabilitate the insurer or
liquidate its assets, upon identical grounds.

See 40 P.S. §221.19.

The

Commissioner selects which to pursue based on his analysis of the circumstances.
Mutual Fire II, 531 Pa. at 624-25,614 A.2d at 1100. The first priority is always to
"protect the insuring public, particularly in situations where the insurer
becomes incapable of covering the risks it contracted to assume." Id. (emphasis
added). If the Commissioner petitions for and is granted an order of rehabilitation,
§ 518 preserves his discretion to petition for liquidation (with the same effect as a
petition under § 520) if"he has reasonable cause to believe that further attempts to
rehabilitate ... would substantially increase the risk of loss to creditors, policy and
certificate holders, or the public, or would be futile." 40 P.S. § 221.18(a).
The judiciary defers to the expertise of the Commissioner in the highly
technical area of insurance company insolvency.

In Mutual Fire II, this Court

confirmed that:
’It has been established as an elementary principle of law
that courts will not review the actions of governmental
bodies or administrative tribunals involving acts of
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discretion in the absence of bad faith, fraud, capricious
action or abuse ofpower ... That the court might have a
different opinion or judgment in regard to the action of
the agency is not a sufficient ground for interference;
judicial discretion may not be substituted for
administrative discretion.’
Mutual Fire II, 531 Pa. at 609-10, 614 A.2d at 1092 (emphases in original)

(quoting Norfolk & W. Ry. Co. v. Pa. Pub. Util. Comm ’n., 489 Pa. 109, 128, 413
A.2d 1037, 1047 (1980)); see also Robertson v. Ticor Title Ins. Co. of Fla., 982
N.E.2d 9, 18-19 (Ind. Ct. App. 2012). Even if a court finds an abuse of discretion,
it "is limited, by statute, to preventing any further abuse of discretion by either
rejecting the plan or modifying the plan and then approving it as modified."
MutualFirelI, 531 Pa. at 610, 614 A.2d at 1092.
While Mutual Fire II involved confirmation of a rehabilitation plan, id., the
Court recognized that Article V’s provisions "explicitly defer[] all actions to the
skill of the Rehabilitator and implicitly recognize her expertise in these matters."
Id. at 608, 614 A.2d at 1091. The Commissioner’s expertise--and the courts’
concomitant deference

apply regardless of whether the proceeding involves plan

confirmation or reasonable cause to file a liquidation petition.
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2.

Recent single-judge Commonwealth Court decisions depart
from Mutual Fire H and other precedent of the
Commonwealth Court.

In most circumstances, the Commonwealth Court adheres to Article V and
decisions interpreting it. See, e.g., Pratter v. Penn Treaty Am. Corp., 11 A.3d 550
(Pa. Commw. Ct. 2010) (the court, Judge Brobson, invoked and followed Reliance
in ascertaining legislative intent); Koken v. One Beacon Ins. Co., 911 A.2d 1021
(Pa. Commw. Ct. 2006) (the court, Judge Jubelirer, noted the liquidator has
discretion to determine whether to continue pre-receivership prosecution); Koken
v. Fidelity Mut. Life Ins. Co., 907 A.2d 1149, 1156 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 2006) (the
court, Judge Colins, noted that Commissioner is entitled to "great deference" in
rehabilitation matters, citing Mutual Fire II:

"[t]he involvement of the judicial

process is limited to safeguarding the plan from a potential abuse of the
Rehabilitator’s discretion"); Grode v. Mutual Fire, Mar. & Inland Ins. Co.
("Mutual Fire 1"), 132 Pa. Commw. 196, 210, 572 A.2d 798 (1990) (the court,
Judge Crumlish, observed that a "rehabilitator is given broader discretion" than a
liquidator, and "judicial discretion may not be substituted for administrative
discretion"), aff’d inpart, remanded inpart, 531 Pa. 598, 614 A.2d 1086 (1992).
Recent single-judge Commonwealth Court decisions, however, ignore the
deference contemplated by Mutual Fire H and threaten the "imperative of
institutional consistency and stability, both vertically and horizontally." Reliance,
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602 Pa. at 508, 980 A.2d at 598-99 (Castille, C.J., concurring.). In Koken v. Legion

Ins. Co., 831 A.2d 1196 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 2003), the same lower court refused to
defer to the Commissioner, holding that "Mutual Fire [II] is limited to ... review
of a plan of rehabilitation," and that "[d]eference is not appropriate where ... the
Court must apply specific statutory standards to the evidence.’’~2 Legion, 831 A.2d

at 1232. Legion improperly rewrote § 518 by imposing upon the Commissioner
the burden of proving futility or substantial risk of loss by a preponderance of
evidence. The lower court relied heavily on its own holdings in deciding this case,
propagating an erroneous standard of review for proceedings under Article V, and
deviating from legislative intent.

Permitting the Commonwealth Court to pursue the current course will
eviscerate the independent authority and judgment of an executive-branch agency,

12

Although Legion was affirmed per curiam in Koken v. Villanova Ins. Co., 583 Pa. 400,
878 A.2d 51 (2005), the issues argued on appeal did not concern deference to be accorded the
Commissioner. The Commonwealth Court’s discussion therefore constitutes dicta not endorsed
by this Court’s affirmance. See Commonwealth v. Tilghman, 543 Pa. 578, 589-90, 673 A.2d
898,904 (1996) ("[A] per curiam order is never to be interpreted as reflecting this Court’s
endorsement of the lower court’s reasoning in discussing additional matters, in dicta, in
reaching its final disposition."). Even if the per curiam affirmance of Legion incorporated the
lower court’s deference discussion as precedent (which it does not), the Commissioner would
ask this Court to revisit the issues because, as discussed herein, Legion and the decision on
appeal in this case deviated from the judicial deference contemplated by the General Assembly
when enacting Article V. "Where, as here .... [prior case law has] distorted the clear intention
of the legislative enactment and ... permitted the policy of that legislation to be effectively
(Footnote continued to next page)
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reducing it to an administrative extension of the Commonwealth Court.

This

divergence must be corrected.
C.

The Commonwealth Court Ignored Article V’s Plain Language
and Imposed a Heightened Burden to Prove Ultimate Facts.

Article V establishes a mandatory framework for placing insurers into
rehabilitation and for terminating rehabilitation in favor of liquidation. 40 P.S.
§ $221.4(a).

Under § 514, the Commissioner may petition for rehabilitation

whenever an insurer "is insolvent, or is in such condition that the further
transaction of business would be hazardous, financially, to its policyholders,
creditors or the public."

40 P.S. § 221.14(1).

The same grounds support

liquidation "whether or not there has been a prior order of rehabilitation." 40 P.S.
§ 221.19.
Section 518 authorizes the Commissioner to convert rehabilitation to
liquidation:

Whenever he has reasonable cause to believe that
further attempts to rehabilitate an insurer would
substantially increase the risk of loss to creditors, policy
and certificate holders, or the public, or would be futile,
the rehabilitator may petition the Commonwealth Court
for an order of liquidation. A petition under this

(Footnote continuedfrom previous page)

frustrated, [the Court has] no alternative but to rectify [its] earlier pronouncements." Mayhugh
v. Coon, 460 Pa. 128, 136, 331 A.2d 452, 456 (1975).
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subsection shall have the same effect as a petition
under section 520[, which governs liquidation].
40 P.S. 5 221.18(a) (emphasis added). Therefore, to convert, the Commissioner
must: (1) have "reasonable cause to believe" that continued rehabilitation would
either (a) substantially increase the risk of loss to the creditors, policyholders, or
the public or (b) be futile; and (2) demonstrate grounds for liquidation (e.g.,
insolvency).
1.

Section 518 requires only that the Commissioner have
reasonable cause to believe.

"Reasonable cause" is not defined in Article V, and no Pennsylvania court
has determined what constitutes "reasonable cause" under 5 518. Accordingly,
this case presents a question of first impression for this Court.
The Pennsylvania Statutory Construction Act, 1 Pa.C.S. 55 1501-1991
provides that "[w]ords and phrases shall be construed ... according to their
common and approved usage."

Id. 5 1903(a).

To ascertain the meaning of

statutory terms, a court may look to dictionaries, Love v. Philadelphia, 518 Pa.
370, 374, 543 A.2d 531,532 (1988), legislative history, and case law interpreting
similar language, Griffiths v. Workers’ Comp. Appeal Bd., 596 Pa. 317, 331-32,
943 A.2d 242, 250-51 (2008).
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aQ

Pennsylvania

The plain language of § 518 commits to the
Commissioner’s discretion the decision whether to
liquidate.
jurisprudence

establishes

that

under

§

518,

the

Commissioner’s decision must simply (1) not be arbitrary and (2) have an
objective basis in fact. To begin, reasonable cause is "[a] reasonable belief in the
existence of facts on which a claim is based and in the legal validity of the claim
itself." BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY reasonable cause, probable cause (entry 2)
(9th ed. 2009). It requires a showing of"just or legitimate grounds (for following
a particular course of action)." OXFO~D ENGLISH DICTIONARY reasonable (entry
$2) (2d ed. 1989).
The Commonwealth Court has acknowledged that, under § 510, the
Commissioner may summarily act against an insurer when he has "reasonable
cause" to believe that it may be subject to a delinquency proceeding. First Nat’l
Bank ofMd. v. Commonwealth, 107 Pa. Commw. 441,446-47, 528 A.2d 696, 698
(1987).

In denying a mandamus petition, the court

in First National Bank

observed, that "[t]he Commissioner does have a duty to direct a number of
alternative actions pursuant to Article V but only upon reasonable cause. The
Commissioner has, in his judgment, decided that neither alternative is necessary
at this time." Id. at 447 (second emphasis added). In other words, it is not for the
Commonwealth Court to second guess the Commissioner, but only to evaluate
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whether discretion has been abused.

As this Court most recently admonished,

absent such abuse, a court may not disturb an administrative official’s finding
regarding whether a particular statutory requirement has been met when that
determination falls within the scope of the official’s discretion.

See Malt

Beverages Distrib. Ass ’n v. Pa. Liquor Control Bd., 607 Pa. 560, 571, 8 A.3d 885,
892 (2010); see also Young’s Sales & Serv. v. Underground Storage Tank Indem.
Bd., --- A.3d ---, 2013 WL 2980609, at *9 (Pa. 2013) (Saylor, J., concurring).
Other state courts have defined reasonable cause as evidence sufficient to
show "a subjective belief that a dangerous condition or practice existed, and that
the belief was objectively reasonable in that ’a reasonable person might have
believed’ that it existed." Stewart-Dore v. Webber Hosp. Ass ’n, 13 A.3d 773,776
(Me. 2011) (defining reasonable cause under Maine’s Whistleblower Protection
Act); People v. Adair, 29 Cal. 4th 895,904, 62 P.3d 45, 51 (Cal. 2003) (reasonable
cause in criminal context is "that state of facts as would lead a man of ordinary
care and prudence to believe and conscientiously entertain an honest and strong
suspicion").
Reasonable cause under Article V thus is a discretionary standard under
which the Commissioner must have a non,arbitrary, supportable belief that an
insurer’s liquidation is appropriate.

That is precisely the deference this Court

accorded in Mutual Fire II, 531 Pa. at 611-12, 614 A.2d at 1093.
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Given the

Commissioner’s specialized knowledge and appointment to oversee the business
of all domestic insurers, including capital requirements and risk exposure, the
same "great deference" and "resulting narrow scope of review," id., should be
applied under § 518.
b.

Article V’s legislative history confirms that the
decision to suspend rehabilitation in favor of
liquidation is discretionary.

The General Assembly patterned Article V after the NAIC Model Act,
which "in turn, was based upon the comprehensive statutory scheme for the
rehabilitation and liquidation of insolvent insurance companies that Wisconsin
enacted in 1967" (the "Wisconsin Act"). Koken v. Reliance Ins. Co., 586 Pa. 269,
292, 893 A.2d 70, 83-84 (2006) (citing WIS. STAT. ANN. § 645.01 et seq.). This
Court has acknowledged that "the Wisconsin legislature’s comments in adopting
what is, in essence, the blueprint for the Pennsylvania statute" are helpful when
assessing Article V’s requirements. Id. at 292-93,893 A.2d at 84.
The introductory comments to the Wisconsin Act explain:
[r]ehabilitation is not appropriate at a point where a
company has been allowed to approach insolvency,
unless substantial additional resources are poured into
the enterprise immediately by contributors of capital
funds. A serious error in recent insurance regulation has
been the futile hope that insolvent enterprises might yet
survive, held long after it was too late.

Insolvency now includes every case of impairment
of capital; whenever an order to restore impaired capital
is necessary, it is too late and the company should be put
into liquidation. Generosity on this matter would be
misplaced.
[The Commissioner] should not wait to
begin to do what is necessary to protect the public while
efforts are made to find money.
WIS. STAY.

ANN. Ch. 645, Introductory Cmts. (emphasis added), attached as

Appendix B.

These comments underscore the Commissioner’s flexibility in

identifying the appropriate remedy, and in pursuing liquidation without delay

when a financial infusion is not immediately available.
Additional
discretion.

legislative

commentary

illuminates

the

commissioner’s

The Wisconsin statute "leave[s] the commissioner considerable

discretion to decide on direction depending on the specific facts of the individual
case."

Id., General cmts., Formal Proceedings (App. B).

More importantly,

converting from rehabilitation to liquidation is not intended to be a burdensome
process for the commissioner:
[T]he rehabilitation may at any time be easily and
quickly converted to liquidation, if the original decision
proves erroneous, or if the situation changes.
This
section is intended to permit, not require, an attempt to
rehabilitate, and vests discretion in the commissioner to
choose, subject to court control.
WIs. STAY. ANN. § 645.31 cmt. (emphases added) (App. B).
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This commentary speaks volumes about § 518: When he has reasonable
cause to believe that continued rehabilitation is futile or will substantially increase
risk of loss, the Commissioner may exercise his discretion to "easily and quickly"
convert to liquidation.

W~s. STAT. ANN.

§ 645.31 cmt. (emphasis added).

Nothing further is required.
12,

Courts in states with similar statutes afford discretion
to the state insurance commissioner.

Other jurisdictions defer to their insurance commissioner’s expertise.

In

Minor v. Stephens, 898 S.W.2d 71 (Ky. 1995), the Kentucky commissioner
requested an order supplanting rehabilitation with liquidation, and produced
evidence that the company’s projected liabilities outpaced projected assets,
notwithstanding prior restorative efforts.

The court observed that "It]he

Commissioner is best qualified to perform the rehabilitation/liquidation process,"
affirming the request for liquidation, id.

at 76, and held that, once the

commissioner judged that "liquidation was ... desirable and necessary, ... only a
strong showing to the contrary would have justified the trial court’s refusal to
follow the recommendation of the administrative officers to whom the
supervision of the insurance company was entrusted by the legislature." Id. at
81 (emphasis added). The "trial court’s primary role is a supervisory one and the
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standard of the court’s review of the Commissioner’s actions is one of abuse of
discretion." Id. at 83.
Similarly, in United Physicians Insurance Risk Retention Group v. United
American

Bank

of Memphis,

the

Tennessee

court

declared

that

"[t]he

commissioner has broad discretion to decide whether to rehabilitate or to liquidate
an insurance company,"

No. 01-A-01-9503-CH00096, 1996 WL 47926, at *3

(Tenn. Ct. App. Feb. 7, 1996). In People ex rel. Shapo v. Agora Syndicate, Inc.,
the court held that Illinois’ insurance code "give[s] the Director full discretion to
choose between either rehabilitation or liquidation." 752 N.E.2d 1186, 1192 (Ill.
App. Ct. 2001), appeal denied, 763 N.E.2d 777 (2001); accord In re Conservation
of Alpine Ins. Co., 741 N.E.2d 663,668 (Ill. App. Ct. 2000) (code "sets forth the
grounds for either liquidation or rehabilitation, but does not mandate which should
be pursued under what circumstances"; "the Director decides what relief to seek
based on the circumstances[.]"), appeal denied, 747 N.E.2d 568 (2001); Alias
Smith & Jones, Inc.

v. Barnes, 695 P.2d 302, 304 (Colo. App.

1984)

(commissioner was entitled to official immunity against claim he improperly
sought to liquidate an insurer because "the decision whether to rehabilitate or
liquidate ... was discretionary").
Accordingly, despite a receivership court’s oversight powers, the insurance
regulator has "discretion in what remedies to pursue for failing insurance
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companies," and the court should uphold his chosen remedy, provided he
establishes the requisite grounds (e.g., insolvency). Angoff v. Cas. Indem. Exch.,
963 S.W.2d 258, 263 (Mo. Ct. App. 1997) (Missouri’s insurance director
possesses discretion to determine the propriety of liquidation or rehabilitation, but
he failed to establish that grounds for liquidation existed).
Our General Assembly has instructed that "[s]tatutes uniform with those of
other states shall be interpreted and construed to effect their general purpose to
make uniform the laws of those states which enact them."

1 PA. CONS. STAY.

§ 1927. Like Article V and the NAIC Model Act, numerous states’ laws allow
insurance regulators to terminate rehabilitation in favor of liquidation whenever
they believe that continued rehabilitation would be futile or substantially increase
risk of loss.

See COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 1-3-515; KY. REV. STAT. ANN

§ 304.33-180; MO. REV. STAT § 375.1174(1); TENN. CODE ANN. § 56-9-305. The
trial court’s Opinion, however, does precisely the opposite. Whereas decisions
from states such as Tennessee (United Physicians), Kentucky (Minor), and
Colorado (Alias Smith) recognize that the commissioner receives broad deference
when deciding whether to liquidate, the lower court’s decision reflects a contrary
approach. In place of broad discretion to elect an appropriate remedy, the lower
court would compel the Commissioner to pursue rehabilitation in all cases before
seeking liquidation.

See Op. at 157.
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In place of the requirement that the

Commissioner establish reasonable cause to believe that continued rehabilitation
would be futile, the court would compel him to prove "as a matter of fact" that a
company in receivership was "in such disarray that [it is]

completely

unsalvageable" before proceeding with liquidation. Id. at 137. Neither of those
principles is consistent with other states’ interpretation of similar statutes, and the
lower court erred in failing to apply that interpretation here.
2.

The lower court erroneously imposed upon the
Commissioner the burden to prove, as a matter of fact, that
the conditions set forth in § 518 were satisfied.

The lower court relied extensively upon its prior single-judge decision in
Legion, which ignored § 518’s reasonable cause standard.

Although both

decisions recognized that the Commissioner chooses the form of receivership, the
court held in this case that "liquidation is a remedy of last resort," and required the
Commissioner to "prove, as a matter offact, that an insolvent insurer’s immediate
financial circumstances are in such disarray that they are completely
unsalvageable." Op. at 124, 137 (emphases added); Legion, 831 A.2d at 1230.
Both Legion and the opinion below reasoned that "[t]o apply deference to the job
of factfinding would undermine [the] Court’s responsibility to act upon the
Rehabilitator’s petition in a fair and neutral manner," and that any deference
whatsoever "would shift the burden of proof, improperly, to those opposing the
petition to liquidate." Op. at 123 (quoting Legion, 831 A.2d at 1232).
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The lower court has rewritten § 518, holding that the Commissioner has the
burden to prove that rehabilitation "substantially increase[s] the risk of loss," or
would be "futile," id. at 123 (citing Legion, 831 A.2d at 1230), and that "the heavy
burden of proving that continued rehabilitation of the Companies will be futile
rests with, and never shifts from, the Rehabilitator." Id. at 157 (emphasis added).
Proof of actual futility has thus replaced reasonable cause.
Nothing in

§

518

supports the lower court’s declaration that the

Commissioner bears a civil-litigation-style burden of proof (or greater) as to the
future effects of rehabilitation. In fact, by refusing to apply the reasonable cause
standard, the Court has imposed a higher standard for terminating rehabilitation in
favor of liquidation than the Commissioner would have faced had he sought to
liquidate the Companies in the first instance. Article V allows the Commissioner

to request an order of liquidation on "[a]ny ground on which an order of
rehabilitation may be based,"

40 P.S. § 221.19, and thus "the grounds for

liquidation [are] the same as those for a rehabilitation,"

Foster v. W. Branch

Adm’rs, 141 Pa. Commw. 381,384 n.2, 597 A.2d 721,723 n.2 (1991), aff’d, 534
Pa. 262, 631 A.2d 595 (1993).

Any insurer that satisfies the requirements for

rehabilitation necessarily meets the grounds for liquidation.

As this Court has

recognized, the decision regarding which option to pursue "is within the sound
discretion of the rehabilitator and should not be rejected by the reviewing court
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unless the Rehabilitator has abused [his] discretion." Mutual Fire II, 531 Pa. at
611, 614 A.2d at 1092. Section 518 specifies that a petition thereunder "shall have
the same effect as a petition under section 520[, which governs liquidation]". 40
P.S. § 221.18(a). As a supervising court, the Commonwealth Court’s role is solely
to verify that "the record adequately supports [his] reasons and factual basis,"
Harman ex tel. Harman v. Borah, 562 Pa. 455,469, 756 A.2d 1116, 1123 (2000)
(internal quotations omitted) (defining abuse of discretion), not to "’dictate or
outline the general policy or course of conduct of the Insurance Commissioner,’"
Mutual Fire II, 531 Pa. at 611-12, 614 A.2d at 1093 (quoting Kuechelhan v. Fed.
OldLine Ins. Co., 444 P.2d 667, 674 (Wash. 1968)).
It is undisputed that PTNA and ANIC are insolvent,
by the Court

a fact acknowledged

therefore providing sufficient grounds to liquidate them from the

outset. See 40 P.S. § 221.14(1), § 221.19; Foster v. Westmoreland Cas. Co., 115
Pa. Commw. 393, 395, 540 A.2d 347, 348 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 1988). Having
acknowledged the Companies’ insolvency, it was improper for the lower court to
reject a petition for liquidation when, for the reasons discussed below, the
Commissioner possessed the reasonable cause § 518 requires.
In its Conclusions of Law, the lower court crystallized its misapplication of
§ 518. The court erroneously decoupled the reasonable cause standard from the
subordinate conditions of futility and substantially increased risk of loss. Op. at
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158 ¶¶ 2-3.

The court incorrectly created a two-step process and characterized

these looming conditions as additional, independent factual burdens unconstrained
by the reasonable cause standard. Op. at 158 ¶ 3 ("After establishing reasonable
cause to believe grounds exist to file the petition, the Rehabilitator mustprove that
continued rehabilitation would either increase the risk of loss to creditors, policy
and certificate holders, or the public, or would be futile.") Id. (emphasis added).
Section 518 says nothing of the sort.
In rejecting the reasonable cause standard, the lower court relied upon
LaVecchia v. HIP of New Jersey, Inc., 734 A.2d 361,364 (N.J. Super. Ch. Div.
1999) for the proposition that the Commissioner receives no deference when
entering a liquidation order.

Op. at 123.

That is not what LaVecchia holds;

instead, LaVeechia supports the Commissioner. LaVecchia concerned an insurer’s
burden of proof when raising statutory defenses to a liquidation petition.
Applying statutory provisions nearly identical to § 518, LaVecchia explained there
is deference accorded to the commissioner in a liquidation proceeding, except
when establishing grounds for liquidation (in this case, insolvency, which was
undisputed):
N.J.S.A. 17B:32-45(a) gives the Commissioner the
discretion to file a petition for liquidation when she
believes that further rehabilitation would be futile or
substantially increase the risk of loss to the
policyholders, creditors, or the public. By requiring that
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deference be given to the Commissioner’s decision to
seek a change in status of the insurer from
rehabilitation to liquidation by the filing of a petition,
N.J.S.A. 17B:32-45(a) is consistent with N.J.S.A.
17B:32-43(e), which gives the Commissioner the
discretion to determine the manner in which
rehabilitation will proceed.
While deference is to be given the Commissioner’s
decision to seek liquidation under N.J.S.A. 17B:3245(a), such is not the case when it comes to entry of an
order for liquidation in accordance with N.J.S.A.
17B:32-46I131 An order for liquidation is preceded by
the filing of a petition setting forth grounds for
liquidation. The petition filed under N.J.S.A. 17B:32-46
is subject to the insurer’s right to plead defenses as
granted by N.J.S.A. 17B:32-45(a). Once a defense is
raised, the court must resolve any issues of fact in
determining whether or not grounds exist for the entry
of an order of liquidation. For these reasons, the
Commissioner’s position that an order of liquidation
must be entered absent a finding that her determination
to seek liquidation is unreasonable or arbitrary is
rejected. The defendant is entitled to a hearing on any
issues of fact that exist concerning grounds for
liquidation.
734 A.2d at 364 (emphases added).

13

Under N.J.S.A. 17B:32-46,"[t]he commissioner may petition the Superior Court for an
order directing him to liquidate a domestic insurer ... on any ground for an order of
rehabilitation ...; [t]hat the insurer is insolvent; or [t]hat the insurer is in such condition that the
further transaction of business would be hazardous, financially or otherwise, to its policyholders,
its creditors or the public."
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Neither LaVe¢¢hia nor the language of § 518 require the Commissioner to
prove anything more than reasonable cause..
3.

The record amply demonstrates that the Commissioner
possessed reasonable cause to believe both that the
continued rehabilitation would have been futile and that it
would have substantially increased risk of loss.

It is undisputed that the Companies were insolvent.
R15045a; R12411a; R8078a.

R10526a-10527a;

The issue, then, was whether Commissioner

possessed the reasonable cause to believe that continued rehabiliation would either
have substantially increased the risk of loss or would have been futile.

The

Commissioner produced competent evidence to support the belief that both § 518
conditions existed. The lower court erred in refusing to defer to his determination.
a.

The Commissioner had reasonable cause to believe
that further attempts to rehabilitate the Companies
would substantially increase the risk of loss.

As the lower court correctly observed, the risk of loss to be assessed under
§ 518 is that to either policyholders, other creditors, or the general public. Op. at
122-24. Where the court went wrong was in requiring the Commissioner to prove
such risk as a fact.

That said, the Commissioner demonstrated that he had

reasonable cause to believe that continued rehabilitation would substantially
increase the risk of loss to policyholders, creditors and the public; and that
liquidation was the course by which to protect these stakeholders against increased
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risk of loss through the statutory protection of guaranty association coverage. As
a matter of law, liquidation gives policyholders access to guaranty association
coverage, which becomes available only after a court enters an order of
liquidation.

See, e.g., 40 P.S. § 991.1706(a).

While guaranty association

protection is not a test for conversion of rehabilitation to liquidation, Op. at 145, it
is an appropriate measure of risk mitigation that should be considered by a
responsible executive-branch officer charged with protecting the public. That is
what the Commissioner demonstrated here.
The record confirms that guaranty association coverage would provide
greater coverage for most policyholders than they likely would have received in
rehabilitation.

R6648a-6649a; R7918a-7921a; R8047a-8049a; R8421a-8423a.

Most guaranty associations provide up to $300,000 in coverage, and some provide
higher limits. R7921a-7922a. The association in New Jersey, where more than
one-third of ANIC’s policyholders are located, grants unlimited coverage. N.J.
STAT. ANN. § 17B:32A-3(d)(4). PTNA only held assets sufficient to pay no more
than $140,000 in rehabilitation

less than half the guaranty association benefits

provided in liquidation in most states. R8437a. ANIC held enough assets to cover
between $400,000 and $510,000 per policyholder--assets that, while greater than
PTNA’s, are still less than the unlimited guaranty association coverage that onethird of ANIC’s policyholders, all New Jersey residents, would receive. R8436a-
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8438a; R12607a. Collectively, the guaranty associations could cover 70%-80% of
claims of both Companies’ policyholder claims in full. R6648a-6649a; R8047a8049a; R8415a-8416a. Rehabilitation, however, promised no more than half of

the guaranty association benefits that policyholders would receive through
liquidation in most states. R8437a.
The

evidence

further

showed that

disproportionately harm policyholders

who

a delay

in

liquidation would

had not yet

filed a claim.

Policyholders with current claims are being paid in full, but neither CompanY
possesses sufficient assets to meet their future claims obligations. R7389a-7390a;
R7397a. Benefits for current claimants are therefore being funded at the expense
of future claimants, who will never receive full benefits. R7397a. This depletion
of assets available to future claimants undermines the basic directive of Article V
to "equitabl[y] apportion[] ... any unavoidable loss," 40 P.S. § 221.1(c)(iv)
(emphasis added). Continued rehabilitation would diminish the assets available to
pay either the claims of such policyholders (thereby increasing the risk of loss to
policyholders) or to compensate the guaranty associations that would cover claims
during a liquidation (thereby increasing the risk of loss to the general public
through lost premium tax revenue). Op. at 133. Either way, the Commissioner
demonstrated a reasonable basis to conclude that continued rehabilitation would
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substantially increase the risk of loss. The lower court substituted its own choice
of public policy for that of the Commissioner.
The lower court rejected the Commissioner’s informed analysis, even
though it was confirmed by both Milliman and E&Y, because, in its own
estimation,
at 121.

14

"Volkmar’s expert report and testimony were more persuasive." Op.

The Court also refused to admit evidence to corroborate Milliman’s

findings. R4162a. In response to Volkmar’s claims that Milliman’s work was
suspect because it was not independently reviewed, the Commissioner offered an
expert report from Vincent Bodnar, an actuary for the National Organization of
Life and Health Insurance Guaranty Associations ("NOLHGA"). R1920a-1945a.
Bodnar had independently assessed the Companies’ financial position, concluded
the companies were insolvent before Milliman did, and confirmed the accuracy of
Milliman’s projections. The trial court, however, precluded Bodnar’s report (and
testimony) on the purported bases that it was untimely (notwithstanding that it was
produced more than three weeks pre-hearing) and was not a rebuttal to Volkmar’s
testimony. Op. at 40-41.

14

Herein lies the danger of permitting a supervisory receivership court to overrule the
expert judgment of an executive-branch official whose job is to determine and implement policy
and exercise the state’s police power.
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The court’s rejection of Milliman’s work, coupled with its refusal to
consider Bodnar’s corroborative evidence, reveals a fundamental error in analysis.
Under § 518, a receivership court’s first task is to determine whether the
Commissioner possessed reasonable cause to file a liquidation petition, not to
function as the fact-finder at a trial between civil litigants on that issue.

The

court’s error is plain in the acknowledgement that "[t]he actuaries who testified ...
are national experts. The work of all the actuaries has merit in varying degrees."
Op. at 121. That finding alone should have prompted the court to defer to the
Commissioner’s selection among various reasonable expert positions. Especially
when the Commissioner chose to credit the opinions of the actuary chosen by the
Companies, the court’s refusal to defer to the Commissioner’s determination and
instead substitute its own judgment constitutes reversible error. While there may
have been a difference of opinion between the court and the Commissioner, the
Commissioner had reasonable cause to file the liquidation petitions.
b.

The Commissioner had reasonable cause to believe
that further attempts to rehabilitate would be futile.

The lower court erroneously replaced the Commissioner’s reasonable cause
with its own determinations of viable options. The record amply demonstrates
futility. To return to solvency, the Companies had to either boost assets or shed
liabilities. R6057a; R6068a-6069a; R6540a.
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Despite years of effort neither option proved viable.

Between 2006 and

2008, under the Department’s supervision and direction, the Companies tried
and failed

to solve their financial problems through sale, reinsurance, or other

infusion of capital.

R6852a-6858a.

The only proposed sale would have seen

¯ ANIC sold for 65% of its statutory capital and surplus, and contained no provision
for the purchase of PTNA. R11425a-11426a. Deputy Insurance Commissioner
Joseph DiMemmo described the offer as ineffective to solve the Companies’
financial problems, as it would have severely undervalued ANIC and left PTNA
without any aid to manage its OldCo policy burden.

R6683a-6686a.

The

Companies’ efforts to secure reinsurance similarly failed. R6852a-6858a
The lower court ignored this competent evidence when it posited that the
Companies might be rehabilitated through rate increases on OldCo policies or a
combination of rate increases and benefit caps. Op, at 140-52. The court should
have deferred. Similarly, the Commissioner produced evidence showing that there
was little likelihood of obtaining rate increases to the degree or from the states
necessary to generate enough capital to return the Companies to stable financial
footing.

R6085a-6095a.

Regulatory approval is not guaranteed, and in most

states, the increases would have had to exceed 200%

a level the Companies had

never achieved, and that even Hunt, the Companies’ former CEO, acknowledged
were unlikely to succeed. R8801a-8803a; R12620a; R12623a-12624a; R13472a.
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The

lower

court

supplanted the

Commissioner’s

determination

of

improbable rate increases with its own critique of the states’ regulatory process.
Op. at 140-42.

The court reasoned that "the Rehabilitator’s [claim that rate

increases are unlikely] is based upon the premise that states will refuse to carry out
their statutory obligations to approve actuarially justified rate increases." Op. at
141.

This admonition could not overcome the fact, however, that approval of

actuarially justified rate increases is not guaranteed.15 R6045a-6046a. Waite, the
Companies’ former executive vice president and CFO, described the rate-increase
process as "nothing short of an art form that has to be learned over time." R6046a.
He explained:
[T]he rate increase world is not cut and dry. It is very
political.
There are 50 different state insurance
departments, each with their own personality, each with
their own rules, sometimes each with their own statutes
versus rules that they apply, different methodologies that
they go by.
There are state insurance departments that are extremely
concerned about consumer advocacy, other states
insurance departments that are more concerned about
financial solvency for companies.

15

Regulatory review of rate increase applications necessarily goes further than actuarial
justification. R6269a-6297a.
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R6045a. The nature of the process means that regulators are often unwilling to
approve rate increases (even if they are actuarially justified), or will only approve
rate increases below requested amounts. R6045a-6046a.
The Commissioner’s concerns rested on solid ground.

The Companies’

historic lack of success with rate-increase filings was well-established. Between
2001 and 2006, the Companies pursued rate increases on four separate occasions,
but only once received approvals in the amounts requested. R6085a-6095a. By
the final round, when they requested increases totaling more than 47%, they
encountered "substantially more" resistance from state regulators, even though the
requested amounts were actuarially justified. Id. at R6095a. Waite explained that
"roughly half [of states] came back to us and did not want to provide or did not
provide approval for the full amount asked for." Id. at R6101 a-6102. Florida,
California, Arizona, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Virginia, New Jersey, and Connecticut
all fell into that category, states collectively representing more than 63% of PTNA
OldCo policies and 87% of ANIC OldCo policies. Id. at R6102a-6104a; see also
Rl1464a-l1465a; Rl1490a-l1500a.

Thus, the requests reached a point of

diminishing returns, wherein regulators in some of the most important states
became hesitant to grant requests necessary to restore the Companies’ financial
health.
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The lower court nevertheless ventured that rate-increase filings might be
successful once the companies were placed in a "true rehabilitation" proceeding.
Op. at 143. This vision had no basis in law or fact. The Companies were placed
under regulatory supervision in 2001 and into court-supervised rehabilitation on
January 6, 2009, and continued to pursue rate increases informal rehabilitation.
R6095a. The Companies amended their rate petitions as part of their rehabilitation
strategy, and hoped that regulators would grant the requests since they were now
in a formal rehabilitation.

R6095a.

That hope was misplaced.

Success rates

increased (from 20% to 25%) but still fell short of the capital needed to cover their
costs, id., and the record contains no evidence to suggest that continued
rehabilitation would have yielded different results.
The court further posited that the Companies could shed liabilities by
limiting benefits, which the court determined that it could impose "as part of an
approved rehabilitation plan." Op. at 152. Little precedent exists to support that
power.

States require insurers to obtain approval for policy forms and preclude

insurers from changing benefits without regulatory assent.

See, e.g., 40 P.S.

§ 3801.303; FLA. STAY. ANN. § 627.410; TE×. INS. CODE ANN. § 1701.051. As the
court itself noted, "It]here is nothing in any of the statutory provisions ... that
addresses benefit modifications" outside that formal approval process. Op. at 151.
In fact, there was no evidence suggesting that state regulators would accept benefit
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caps just because they were unilaterally imposed by a court under a rehabilitation
plan. To the contrary, evidence of record demonstrated otherwise. Waite testified
that some states’ regulators are highly protective of consumers’ rights. R6045a.
Carpenter v. Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Co., 74 P.2d 761 (Cal. 1938),
the seminal case addressing benefit caps, approved such caps only because the
plan required policyholder assent to the limits. Id. at 777-78.

Such a plan was

never proposed here, nor was there evidence that enough policyholders would
agree to caps to have a meaningful effect on the Companies’ financial position.
Moreover, the Commissioner presented evidence that some states’ guaranty
associations provide higher limits than the caps that would have been necessary
during rehabilitation. Given these issues, the Commissioner reasonably concluded
that benefit caps would likely face regulatory and practical hurdles and might
ultimately be deemed invalid by other state regulators or on appeal.

The

Commissioner had reasonable cause to believe that continued rehabilitation was
futile under § 518.
In discounting the record regarding the difficulties in achieving rate
increases or capping benefits, the lower court chose to rely on the Intervenors’
expert Volkmar, despite admitted irreparable weaknesses in his opinions.
Volkmar claimed that the proposed rate increases "while high, are reasonable,"
Op. at 143, but admitted that actuarial justification does not guarantee regulatory
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approval, and that he had never seen any state approve increases to the extent
necessary here. R10584a; R10602a. He further acknowledged that the increases,
even if obtained, would be sufficient only if, inter alia, (1) the Companies
received an above-average rate of return on investments, (2) their morbidity rate
improved at a pace exceeding historic levels, and (3) policyholder wellness
improved overall. See R15607a-15609a. No one presented evidence to suggest
that any of those conditions was likely to transpire, and Volkmar admitted that
"[w]hat we’ve provided I would not consider a best estimate scenario." R10586a10587a.

In other words, Volkmar did not overcome the Commissioner’s

reasonable cause.
The court, however, bolstered its position that rehabilitation was feasible by
relying on the Intervenors’ medical expert, Stephen Holland, who opined that
unspecified futuristic medical technology advances could result in decreased claim
value under the OldCo policies, thereby reducing costs to the Companies.
R9997a-9999a. But Holland could not identify a single medical advance with any
degree of certainty, id., and the court acknowledged that he failed to "specify
when such an advance will significantly impact the Companies’ claims." Op. at
101. The court found that he simply "was unshakeable in his conviction." Id.
The Court further erred and bolstered its belief when it refused to allow the
Commissioner to present the Companies’ updated financial data gathered during a
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hiatus in the trial

data proffered to support the Commissioner’s reasonable belief

and that would have shown that the Companies’ insolvency had worsened
considerably. R4161 a.
Section 518 does not designate the Commonwealth Court as a fact-finder on
reasonable cause. Instead, it is a supervising court applying an abuse-of-discretion
standard, which the Commissioner did not breach. The Commissioner did not act
unreasonably in believing that something more was required than the testimony of
experts who claimed that historically unprecedented rate increases should form the
crux of a rehabilitation plan, or who possessed nothing more than an
"unshakeable" conviction in their opinions.

The decision to rely upon the

opinions from Milliman, the Companies’ own selected actuary, was not
unreasonable, and the Commissioner possessed an ample factual basis for his
decision to pursue liquidation. The court’s refusal to defer to that determination
ignored the plain language of § 518.

The court’s refusal to allow the

Commissioner every opportunity to present testimony and evidence to demonstrate
reasonable cause is reversible error.
In the final analysis, the Commissioner legitimately exercised his discretion
to conclude that liquidation represented the most secure method of "protect[ing]
... the interests of insureds, creditors, and the public generally."
§ 221.1(c).

40 P.S.

The lower court erred by rejecting that determination, effectively
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substituting "judicial discretion ... for administrative discretion." Mutual Fire II,
531 Pa. at 609-10, 614 A.2d at 1092 (emphasis in original); see also Norfolk, 489
Pa. at 128, 413 A.2d at 1047.
D.

The Commonwealth Court Compounded its Error By Imposing
Erroneous Standards to Its Review of the Commissioner’s
Petitions and By Failing to Impose Any Burden on the
Intervenors.

The lower court imposed on the Commissioner substantive standards that
deviate from and greatly exceed Article V’s reasonable cause standard. When the
Commissioner proved that a ground for liquidation existed, the court should have
required the Intervenors to show why the liquidation petitions should have been
denied.
1.

The court erroneously required that the Commissioner
prove that further rehabilitation would serve no useful
purpose in order to establish that continued rehabilitation
is futile.

Rather than requiring the Commissioner to show reasonable cause, the
lower court required him to prove that "further rehabilitation would serve no
useful purpose."

Op. at 136.

No reasonable reading of § 518 could possibly

require the Commissioner to make such a factual showing.
The lower court turned the futility standard on its head by ordering
rehabilitation based on (i) rate increase requests that regulators have historically
denied, (ii) benefit caps that policyholders are unlikely to accept, (iii) Volkmar’s
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actuarial analysis that was concededly "not ... a best estimate scenario," R10586a10587a, and (iv) Holland’s unsubstantiated claim that medical costs will fall in the
future, R9997a-9999a.

Instead of holding that a rehabilitation may be ordered

only when success is reasonably likely, the court held that it must be ordered
unless failure is certain. That is not--nor should it be

the standard under § 518,

especially when the Commissioner demonstrated reasonable cause to believe that a
failed rehabilitation could substantially deplete the insurer’s assets, leaving
policyholders in a worse position when liquidation ultimately occurs than they
would have been had the court authorized liquidation from the outset.
2.

The Commonwealth Court erred in holding that liquidation
could not be ordered unless the Commissioner first put in to
place a rehabilitation plan that failed.

The lower court erred by holding that "liquidation is a remedy of last
resort," Op. at 124, and that "futility cannot be established until a plan of
rehabilitation has been filed and its progress tracked," Op. at 158, effectively
requiring that the Commissioner implement a rehabilitation plan that fails before a
liquidation may proceed.

No language of Article V requires such a course of

action; indeed, it provides just the opposite.

The plain language of Article V

empowers the Commissioner to seek liquidation on "[a]ny ground on which an
order of rehabilitation may be based ..., whether or not there has been a prior
order of rehabilitation of the insurer."
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40 P.S. § 221.19 (emphasis added).

Moreover, the Commonwealth Court’s own precedent reflects the statutory text, as
it has itself held that it may authorize liquidation "regardless of whether we
entered a prior order of rehabilitation." Foster, 141 Pa. Commw. at 385 n.2, 597
A.2d at 723 n.2.
Nor do Pennsylvania’s sister jurisdictions support the court’s approach.
Other states have recognized that their chief insurance regulators exercise
discretion over whether to rehabilitate or liquidate a troubled insurer.16 As the
Illinois Court of Appeals explained:
[T]he Code sets forth the grounds for either liquidation
or rehabilitation, but does not mandate which should be
pursued under what circumstances. Rather, the Director
decides what relief to seek based on the circumstances
of a given case.
In re Conservation ofAlpine Ins. Co., 741 N.E.2d at 668 (emphasis added). The
Tennessee Court of Appeals has more starkly emphasized that the commissioner
"need not attempt to rehabilitate a company before seeking to liquidate it." United
Physicians Ins. Risk Retention Group, 1996 WL 47926, at *3.

16

California represents an exception to this general rule, and its courts have held that
"[p]ublic policy favors rehabilitating [an] insurance company if possible, with liquidation as a
last resort." State v. Althus Fin., S.A., 116 P.3d 1175, 1181 (Cal. 2005). While the
Commissioner agrees with the general principle that rehabilitation should be pursued when it is
reasonably likely to succeed, that principle should not usurp the Commissioner’s discretion to
(Footnote continued to next page)
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These holdings reflect the prudence of committing the form of receivership
to the Commissioner’s expertise and discretion. A failed rehabilitation can
significantly deplete the assets of the estate, leaving policyholders and other
creditors in a worse position than if the insurer was liquidated from the outset. It
is the Commissioner who is charged by the General Assembly with identifying
which form of remedy best protects those interests. Despite the fact that the
Commissioner produced ample evidence to support a reasonable belief that
continued rehabilitation would substantially increase the risk of loss or be futile,
the lower court ignored the evidence and the Commissioner’s expertise and erred
in requiring that he implement and track a rehabilitation plan before granting the
liquidation petitions. By so doing, the lower court enacted its own public policy
and ordered a judicial deepening of the Companies’ insolvency which is bad
policy, bad law, and a violation of the separation of powers.
3.

The Commonwealth Court erred by holding that objectors
in a § 518 proceeding carry no burden of proof.

The lower court erroneously rejected the precedent establishing that
objectors under § 518 carry a burden of proof.

Op. at 137 n.53. As discussed

above, once the ground for liquidation is proved, Article V places the burden on

(Footnote continuedfrom previous page)

determine the reasonable likelihood of success or whether pursuing liquidation exposes
(Footnote continued to next page)
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an objecting party to establish why the Commissioner’s application should be
denied, i.e., because it involves "bad faith, fraud, capricious action or abuse of
power." Mutual Fire II, 531 Pa. at 609, 614 A.2d at 1092 (citations omitted).
In Sheppard v. Old Heritage Mutual Insurance Co., 492 Pa. 581,425 A.2d
304 (Pa. 1980), this Court held that once the Commissioner has established a
ground for liquidation, the

insurer incurs "the burden

of showing that

rehabilitation was feasible." 492 Pa. at 594, 425 A.2d at 310; accord Minor, 898
S.W.2d at 80 ("Under the special statutory proceedings, ... the burden of proof is
upon those contesting the Commissioner’s actions."). In its Order, the lower court
suggested that Sheppard has no bearing on this matter because the petition was not
filed under § 518.

Op. at 137 n.53.

Not only does § 518 expressly reference

§ 520, but the procedural posture of Sheppard does not detract from its holding:
once the Commissioner establishes a ground for liquidation, a party contesting that
basis incurs the burden to prove that rehabilitation is feasible under a proposed
plan. 492 Pa. at 594, 425 A.2d at 310. That the Commissioner decides to seek
liquidation under § 518 rather than from the outset should not affect the standards
governing the petition, especially when the plain language of Article V allows the

(Footnote continuedfrom previous page)

policyholders, creditors, and the public to less risk.
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Commissioner to request liquidation on any ground supporting rehabilitation
"whether or not there has been a prior order of rehabilitation." 40 P.S. § 221.19.
Objectors/intervenors,

therefore,

bear

the

burden

to

overcome

the

Commissioner’s determination once he has demonstrated reasonable cause under
§ 518 and established a ground for liquidation. Minor, 898 S.W.2d at 81. And,
where the Commissioner is seeking liquidation, even a proposed plan or disputed
issues of fact should not overcome a showing that grounds for liquidation exist
under Article V. See, e.g., LaVe¢chia, 734 A.2d at 367 ("These disputed issues of
fact are implicated by the second ground listed in the Commissioner’s petition for
liquidation .... Insolvency alone is sufficient to support the entry of an order of
liquidation.").
In this case, Intervenors and the court acknowledged that grounds for
liquidation existed, namely, insolvency.

Once the Commissioner established

reasonable cause under § 518, the burden necessarily shifted to the Intervenors to
(i) prove that the Commissioner abused his discretion or acted capriciously or in
bad faith, and (ii) present a plan for rehabilitation and demonstrate its feasibility,
pursuant to Sheppard.

They did neither.

Instead, the lower court erred by

deeming Volkmar’s report on rate increases to be a "plan." Op. at 149, n. 61. It
was not. The court simply should have deferred to the Commissioner’s considered
decision to pursue liquidation.
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E.

The Commonwealth Court Exceeded its Authority by Mandating
the Creation of a Rehabilitation Plan and Imposing Specific
Requirements with Respect to the Timing, Process for
Development, and Contents of the Plan.
1.

The Commonwealth Court exceeded its authority by
compelling the Commissioner to "consult" with the
Companies’ owner and senior executive.

Article V does not grant Intervenors any right to participate in the
Commissioner’s drafting of a rehabilitation plan. To the contrary, once the court
issues a rehabilitation order, the Commissioner is authorized to "take such action
as he deems necessary or expedient" and to assume "all the powers of the
directors, officers and managers, whose authority shall be suspended." 40 P.S.
§221.16(b) (emphasis added). The Commissioner further receives "full power to
direct and manage ... and to deal with the property and business of the insurer."
Id.

Article V contemplates that he will prepare a plan in his sole discretion as

protector of the rights and in the best interests of insureds, creditors and the
public. 40 P.S. § 221.1; Mutual Fire II, 531 Pa. at 608, 614 A.2d at 1091. The
purpose of these provisions is to prevent discord between the commissioner and
management. Kueckelhan, 444 P.2d at 674.
The lower court’s order would create the very contest that Article V sought
to avoid by requiring the Commissioner to consult with the individuals responsible
for the insurer’s financial condition, whose authority has been statutorily
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suspended, and whom the Commissioner has statutorily supplanted.

It would

favor a single group of stakeholders for participation to the exclusion of all
others

including the policyholders. The lower court’s Order is directly at odds

with the statutory authority granted the Commissioner by the General Assembly
and warrants reversal.
2.

The Commonwealth Court exceeded its authority by
mandating the creation of a rehabilitation plan and setting
a strict timeline for its filing.

Article V does not require the Commissioner to develop or file a
rehabilitation plan, nor does it empower a court to compel a plan or mandate an
unreasonably strict timeline for its filing.~7

Indeed, the plain language of the

statute commits such matters to the Commissioner’s discretion, providing that he
"may take such action as he deems necessary or expedient to correct the
condition or conditions which constituted the grounds for the order of the court to
rehabilitate the insurer," 40 P.S.§ 221.16(b) (emphasis added), and that he "ma~
prepare a plan for the reorganization, consolidation, conversion, reinsurance,
merger or other transformation of the insurer," id. § 221.16(d) (emphasis added).
As the Commonwealth Court has recognized, the term may, when appearing in a

17

Creation of a plan typically requires significant time to collect the insurer’s financial
information, obtain updated actuarial projections, review legal issues, and draft plan provisions.
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statute, "is ordinarily employed in the permissive sense" and "grant[s] discretion"
to the entity or official to whom it applies. O’Neill v. Borough of Yardley, 129 Pa.
Commw. 270, 272, 565 A.2d 502, 503 (1989) (citing Commonwealth v. Garland,
393 Pa. 45, 142 A.2d 14 (1958)), appeal denied, 526 Pa. 643, 584 A.2d 324
(1990). Article V contains no language suggesting that the filing or timing of a
plan is anything less than discretionary. A court may not

as the lower court did

here--require the Commissioner to develop a plan and mandate the actions,
timing, and manner under which he does so.
The lower court attempted to support its order by referencing its own
decision in Legion, in which it remarked that "[a]n order of rehabilitation assumes
the development and submission of a plan of rehabilitation," and that "[o]nly with
the filing of a plan, even in the most preliminary form, is it possible to track
progress and establish the plan’s viability or its futility."
1245.

Legion, 831 A.2d at

In Legion, however, a plan was never proposed, and the rehabilitation

proceeded and was ultimately converted to liquidation.

Moreover, as discussed

above, Article V contains no requirement that the Commissioner file and "track" a
rehabilitation plan as a prerequisite to a finding of futility.

Simply put, the

Commonwealth Court may not rely upon Legion to claim a power that Article V
does not confer. Had the General Assembly intended the filing of a plan to be
non-discretionary, it would have expressed as much. If it intended to enable the
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Commonwealth Court to mandate the creation or deadline for a plan, it would
have expressly authorized such power.

It did not do so.

The court erred in

claiming that power for itself without legislative authorization.
The lower court thus overstepped its statutory authority by imposing a
requirement beyond that authorized by the General Assembly, and deprived the
Commissioner of the discretion given to him by the plain language of Article V.
3.

The Commonwealth Court exceeded its authority by
mandating certain terms and provisions of a rehabilitation
plan.

The lower court "agree[all with Intervenors that rate increases for OldCo
[policies] are critical and, accordingly, the Rehabilitator must prepare an action
plan for obtaining such relief." Op. at 164. Its Order added that "It]he plan of
rehabilitation

must

address

and

eliminate

the

inadequate

discriminatory premium rates for the OldCo business."

and

Order at ¶ 2.

unfairly
These

instructions exceeded the court’s statutory authority.
The Commissioner has sole authority to develop a plan and apply to the
Commonwealth Court for its approval. See 40 P.S. §§ 221.15(a), 221.16(d). As
this Court has observed, "It]his mandate explicitly defers all actions to the skill of
the Rehabilitator and implicitly recognizes her expertise in these matters." Mutual
FirelI, 531 Pa. at 608, 614 A.2d at 1091. If the Commissioner prepares a plan of
rehabilitation, the Commissioner must have flexibility to address the issues
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affecting the imperiled estate to maximize the possibility of success. The content
and specific terms of a rehabilitation plan are not within the purview of a
Commonwealth Court, particularly at the drafting stage.~8 Guidance from other
states supports this point.

In Kueckelhan v. Federal Old Line Insurance Co.,

relied upon in Mutual Fire II, the Washington Supreme Court stated:
The courts cannot dictate or outline the general policy or
course of conduct of the Insurance Commissioner or his
department, because this outline is dependent on the
terms of the applicable statutory provisions and not upon
judicial discretion. Our statutory provisions, therefore,
properly place the responsibility on both the Insurance
Commissioner and the courts, the Commissioner being
required to follow the statutory mandates and to use
reasonable discretion in the rehabilitation of a seized
company, with abuses of discretion to be checked by the
judiciary.
444 P.2d at 674 (citations omitted).
Article V limits the judiciary’s role. As this Court has observed, "it is not
the function of the courts to reassess the determinations of fact and public policy

18

Section 221.16(d) grants the Commonwealth Court authority to modify a rehabilitation
plan, but only after the Commissioner has submitted it for approval. Even under this section,
the Court may not rewrite or restructure the plan, as its authority is limited to removal or
revision of unlawful provisions. See, e.g., Mutual Fire II, 531 Pa. at 610, 614 A.2d at 1092.
None was submitted here.
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made by the Rehabilitator.

Rather, the involvement of the judicial process is

limited to the safeguarding of the plan from any potential abuse of the
Rehabilitator’s discretion.,’ Mutual Fire II, 531 Pa. at 609, 614 A.2d at 1091. The
Commonwealth Court therefore has the authority to review and potentially modify
the plan, see 40 P.S. § 221.16(d), but "judicial discretion is not to be substituted
for administrative discretion." Mutual Fire II, 531 Pa. at 610, 614 A.2d at 1092.
"Upon application of the [Norfolk] test, should the Commonwealth Court find
such an abuse of discretion ... [the] Court is limited, by statute, to preventing any
further abuse of discretion by either rejecting the plan or modifying the plan and
then approving it as modified." Id.
The Commissioner

not the Commonwealth Court--is best situated to

assess an insurer’s financial condition and make a judgment about the likely
success of rehabilitation and the public expense associated with a failed attempt.
Second-guessing by a court is not only destabilizing to the process, but
misdirected from a public policy perspective.

Indeed, as was the case here,

seeking liquidation of a company and, in fact, ending the life of a company
domestic licensee that the Department previously nurtured and oversaw

a

is not an

easy decision; it is certainly no sign of success or badge of honor for a
Commissioner.

In this case, not one, not two, but three Commissioners--the

combined independent expert judgment of three specialist regulators appointed in
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two separate administrations

saw the need for, and so sought, liquidation for

these failed insurers.
The lower court ignored that standard and dictated the course of conduct of
the Commissioner, imposing its own view of the best method to rehabilitate the
Companies. Article V does not grant that power.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth above, this Court should restore the General
Assembly’s intent in enacting Article V of the Insurance Department Act of 1921,

restore the jurisprudence of decades of deference to the expertise of the office of
the Commissioner of the Pennsylvania Insurance Department, and restore the
balance of powers between the Executive Branch and the Judicial Branch.
Accordingly, the Commissioner respectfully requests that this Court reverse and
remand the decision of the Commonwealth Court, and impose such other remedies
as the Court may deem proper.
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